
 

 

 

SEPTEMBER 2016 

THE NEWSLETTER OF THE WINNIPEG OSTOMY ASSOCIATION, Inc. (WOA) 

August 18-20, 2016:   

Ostomy Canada Society 

Conference:  

Thank You! 
Music, food, 

socializing, 

dancing, 

pageantry, 

guest 

speakers, 

bag pipes, 

awards, more food, workshops, 

exhibits, meetings, photo contests, 

more speakers, laughter, sight seeing, 

entertainment, silent auction and 

butterflies were all part of what went 

into making this a very successful 

conference.  
 

I wish to thank the planning 

committee members, Elaine Beyer 

(Education & Programming), Rollie 

Binner (Display, Audio/Video and 

Exhibitors), Jan Dowswell, 

(Registration & Hospitality) and 

Ursula & John Kelemen (Silent 

Auction) for their outstanding work in 

the two years prior to conference and 

those 4 amazing days. What a team! 
 

A big round of applause for our great 

speakers, Obby Khan, Brenda 

Elsagher, & Lois Fink  who brought 

great messages of inspiration, humour 

and compassion and got conference 

off to a great start.  
 

As well, we are particularly thankful 

for our sponsors, ConvaTec, 

Hollister & Coloplast along with the 

Exhibitors for their great support of 

this conference.   
 

We are sincerely grateful for the 

exceptional medical professionals 

(doctors, dietician, psychologists, 

pharmacists, ETs, etc.) who so 

willingly gave of their time and 

expertise to bring us outstanding 

workshops, information and 

education. 
 

Fun & socializing filled in the rest of 

our busy days starting with  the Dixie 

Beats at the Meet & Greet, along with 

Danny Kramer’s Dance Band on the 

Friday and ending  with the Asham 

Stompers at our closing banquet.   
 

Along with our volunteers who 

brought with them energy, smiling 

faces and lots of energy we must 

thank all of you (our attendees). 

Without your 

attendance and 

participation, 

this conference 

certainly could 

not have been 

as successful as 

it was.  

 

Lorrie 
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WHO WE ARE 

 

   The Winnipeg Ostomy Association, Inc. (WOA), is affili-

ated with Ostomy Canada Society, a volunteer-based or-

ganization dedicated to assisting all persons facing life 

with gastrointestinal or urinary diversions by providing 

emotional support, experienced and practical help, in-

structional and informational services through its mem-

bership, to the family unit, associated care givers and the 

general public.  

   Members receive the Ostomy Canada magazine, the 

Chapter newsletter, Inside Out, and the benefits of meeting 

fellow persons with ostomies at our regular meetings. 

   The WOA is a not-for-profit registered charity and wel-

comes bequests and donations.  

    

VISITING SERVICE 

 

   Upon the request of a patient, the WOA will pro-

vide a visitor for ostomy patients. The visits can be 

pre or post operative or both. The visitor will have 

special training and will be chosen according to the 

patient’s age, gender, and type of surgery. A visit 

may be arranged by calling the Visiting Coordinator 

or by asking your Doctor or Enterostomal Therapist 

(ET). There is no charge for this service.  

MEETINGS 

 

   All persons with ostomies, spouses, fam-

ily members, interested members of the 

medical profession and the general public 

are welcome to attend our meetings and 

social functions.  

   Chapter meetings are held from September 

through May, except December, in Room 203 of the 

SMD Building, 825 Sherbrook Street, Winnipeg, MB, 

beginning at 7:30pm on the 4th Wednesday, of the 

month. There are no scheduled chapter meetings in 

June, July or August. A Christmas party is held in 

December.  

Free Parking is in the SMD parking lot to the south 

of the building.  

You must enter the lot off McDermott Ave.  DISCLAIMER  
 

Articles and submissions printed in this newsletter are not 
necessarily endorsed by the Winnipeg Ostomy Association, Inc., 
and may not apply to everyone. It is wise to consult your 
Enterostomal Therapist or Doctor before using any information 
from this newsletter. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

 

Sept. 27th: Brandon Westman Meeting 

Sept. 28th: Chapter Meeting—Winnipeg 
 

Oct. 26th: Chapter Meeting—Winnipeg 

Oct. 26th: Brandon Westman Meeting—Change of 

date to accommodate speaker (dietician). 
 

Nov. 23rd: Chapter Meeting—Winnipeg 
 

Dec. 4th.  - Sunday, Christmas Party 

ARE YOU MOVING? 
 

If you move, please inform us of your change 
of address so we can continue to send you the 
newsletter and Ostomy Canada magazine. 
 

Send your change of address to: 

WOA 
Box 158 

Pine Falls, MB   R0E 1M0 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
 

The Editor, Inside Out 
1101—80 Snow Street 

Winnipeg, MB   R3T 0P8 
woainfo@mts.net 

 
All submissions are welcome, may be edited and are not 

guaranteed to be printed. 
 

Deadline for Next Issue:  Friday, October 7th 
 

WORLD WIDE WEB 

Visit the Winnipeg Ostomy Association Web Pages: 
http://www.ostomy-winnipeg.ca 

 woa@mts.net 

CONSTITUTION 
Copies of our constitution are available at our Chapter 
Meetings, on our website, or can be obtained by mail by 
contacting a member of the Executive Committee. 

WELCOME 

OSTOMY CANADA MISSION STATEMENT: 

Ostomy Canada Society is a non-profit volunteer organization  

dedicated to all people with an ostomy, and their families, helping 

them to live life to the fullest through support, education,  

collaboration and advocacy. 
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Greetings from British Columbia! 

     Thanks to you all for all your hard 

work bringing together a most excellent 

conference. Your blood, sweat and tears 

are appreciated. Thx also for your 

generous 1st registration gift! 

 Take care,  

 Edith Pletzer 
Editor’s note: Edith was the first person to register 

for conference and was a first timer as well.  

Hi Lorrie, 

I wanted to say what a great job you and all your 

crew did with the conference. The keynote speaker 

was dynamite, Brenda Elsagher wonderful as 

always and the workshops I attended were fun. …. 

There were a lot of extra little touches and 

attention to detail too, like the butterfly theme 

carried throughout.  

 Deb Rooney,  

     Vancouver   

I would like to 

congratulate you on a 

great conference. With 

limited resources but 

abundant talent, in both 

volunteers and 

entertainers no one 

could go away and not 

feel uplifted. The 

auction was unique in 

presentation and 

participation. Well 

done. 

 Steve Maybee,  

        Halton-Peel, ON 

Thank you for the great conference, my 

complimentary registrations, my upgrad-

ed room and your lovely hospitality. As 

one event planner to another you hit it 

out of the park! Give Rosemary my 

best—what a great friend you have. I 

thoroughly enjoyed my time in Winnipeg.  

Best regards,  

     Susan Burns—President  

     United Ostomy Association of    

 America (UOAA) 

Hi Lorrie, 

Just wanted to say what a superb job 

you and your committee did in 

running an efficient conference with 

great educational sessions (Yea 

Elaine!) and entertaining evening 

events. The visit to the Museum for 

Human Rights was wonderful; the 

silent auction, even though I didn’t 

win the lottery tickets, ran quite 

efficiently….. The painting and belly 

dance sessions, too, added a new 

dimension, something future 

committees should try to emulate as a 

relaxing way to spend the Saturday 

afternoon of the conference. Please 

pass along my congratulations to the 

Winnipeg chapter at your first Fall 

meeting,  

Best Wishes,  

     Joel Jacobson—Halifax, NS 
 

Editor’s note: Joel Jacobson, as Master of 

Ceremonies, kept everything moving at a 

good pace and in a professional (and 

humorous) manner. Joel was also the 

recipient of Ostomy Canada Society’s 

highest award—the Maple Leaf Award.  

Dear Lorrie,  

My wife and I would like to congratulate you and the Ostomy 

conference committee. We were greatly impressed with your 

organizational abilities in providing such a varied program that 

satisfied the needs of all ostomates across Canada.  

            Sincerely, Sylvia and Evhan Uzwyshyn 

Thanks for the privilege of spending the past 

months working with you all and especially 

this week. It has been an amazing time for me 

and although tired I feel truly blessed.  

                  Rollie Binner—Winnipeg 

Hello Ann, Lorrie and Elaine,  

et al 
 

I wanted to pause and extend 

my heartfelt thanks for the 

invitation to attend and 

participate in a superbly 

organized conference. I 

added a picture of Evelyn as 

she represents the essence of 

someone living with an 

ostomy for more than 70 

years. ...You all deserve a 

special award for the 

enormous efforts/energies 

extended towards the Ostomy 

Canada Society.  

Sincerely,  
 

Rosemary Hill  
BSN CWOCN CETN (C) 

CAET President 

Dear Lorrie,  

I am so happy and proud to have been a 

part of this historic conference. I’ve been 

wondering how to thank you and your 

four or five right-hand people in organiz-

ing our conference and keeping every-

body’s spirits up. All of them were awe-

inspiring: Rollie, Elaine, Ursula & John, 

Rosemary & Jan. I’ve never seen people 

work so hard so happily. That includes 

Joanne.  
 

               Nurit Dory—Winnipeg 

Thanks Lorrie—You 

and the gang of others 

did a great job on the 

conference!  

CONGRATULATIONS! 

Joanne Maxwell,  

 Winnipeg 

Lorrie,  

Congratulations to you 

and your team for a great 

job. You made everyone 

feel so welcome. We were 

very impressed by the 

number of first timers and 

the depth of local support, 

Well done,   
  

       Ed & Sandi -  Halifax 

Thanks to all who made this conference so outstanding 

in “fun” and rich in educational Ostomy related topics. 

I learned a lot and can hardly wait for a  

debriefing session.  

  Fred Algera—Winnipeg  
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HELMET FRIESEN 

UNSUNG HERO - Posthumously 
     Helmut Friesen was a member of the Winnipeg Ostomy 

Association since 1992 as a cancer survivor and an ostomate. 

     Fortunately for us, the Winnipeg Ostomy Association was one of 

Helmut’s great passions and he worked diligently to offer emotional 

support, experienced and practical help to all who walked through 

our doors. 

     Any new ostomate was greeted at our meetings by Helmut, hand 

outstretched, a smile on his face and armed with a fountain of 

knowledge to share. 

     Helmut was always respectful, a wonderful advocate for those living with an ostomy and worked to make 

their lives easier in some way. His great knowledge of the Government Health system, and his untiring 

lobbying were instrumental in the successful bid to maintain our very important and unique Manitoba Ostomy 

Program. His dedication to the Winnipeg Ostomy Association was very evident in every involvement. 

     When he was 1st Vice-President, Helmut was the kind of person who allowed mistakes without being picky, 

listened to ideas and problems, suggested other options with wisdom, and let people grow. When he had an 

idea, he was patient but determined. He knew when to push and when to back off. 

     His ability to speak to ostomates and give encouragement and advice was evident at all the meetings and 

educational sessions. Helmut was a certified visitor, reliable, caring, insightful and always ready to respond to 

requests for a visit. His upbeat attitude was a great example of someone successfully living with an ostomy. 

     Helmut took on the responsibility, almost single-handedly, of collecting unused ostomy supplies from 

different sources in Manitoba. He created a pick-up team, figured out the correct way to sort and package the 

supplies, worked out a cost saving arrangement with a transport company to ship the supplies to the collection 

depot in Ontario. Countless hours of phone calls, pick-ups, and sorting and packing were all part of his 

ongoing work behind the scenes. 

      Helmut was the one constant figure in our Winnipeg Ostomy family. His commitment and strengths served 

us very well. In fact, I think we could call him our statesman, our patriarch, our pillar of strength. 
 

Editor’s note: The article above was published in the May 2016 issue of the Ostomy Canada Connects newsletter. In the picture 

below, Helmut’s widow, Gretta, is being presented with the Unsung Hero award at the Awards Luncheon. Pictured with Gretta are 

Ostomy Canada Society President, Ann Ivol and Winnipeg Ostomy Association President, Lorrie Pismenny. 

Here is a word from Gretta. 

 

Dear Lorrie,  

     Thank you so much in honoring Helmut in this 

way. This was an honor to be there and to receive 

his plaque. It was kind of you and the Executive to 

think of me. That really made my day, especially as 

I ended up in the hospital Friday with bleeding 

from my varicose veins. I am so thankful 

everything was fine on Thursday. Helmut would 

have enjoyed the football player’s speech and I 

enjoyed both speakers.  

     Thank you to you and your executive for paying 

my registration & lunch. I would have stayed for 

supper too except for other commitments.  

 Love,  

  Gretta Friesen. 
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Pictured L-R: Ann Ivol, Ostomy Canada President, Gretta Friesen, 

Lorrie Pismenny, WOA President.          Photo credit: Allan McKay 
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General Funds 
Stella Sciberras 
Joanne Maxwell 

 
 

In Memory of Sam Knacker  
Jan Nixdorf 

 
In Memory of Gwen Carroll 

Pete & Karen Wreggitt, Dale Scott 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In Memory of Don Gaffray 
Art & Louise Lavoie 
Ed & Lena Harder 
Lorrie PIsmenny 

John & Ursula Kelemen 
Joseph Bourgeois 

Vern Guttman 
Norma Wilson 
Jan Dowswell 
Nurit Drory 

CARING FOR EXCORIATED SKIN 
By Diane Duran, CWOCN 

 

If after removing your skin barrier, you find your skin to be 

red, denuded of skin, painful or sensitive, you have excori-

ated skin. Excoriated skin is often caused by pulling off the 

barrier too vigorously.  
 

The correct way to remove your barrier is simply to hold 

down your skin and gently pull the barrier down and away 

from your skin. If needed, you may use an adhesive remov-

er pad, and going from side to side, carefully take off the 

old barrier. After gently washing the skin surrounding the 

stoma with warm water, dry the skin thoroughly. You may 

use a hair dryer set to cool. Do not rub the skin when dry-

ing… pat it. Then if needed, sprinkle the skin with a quality 

ostomy powder—like ConvaTec or Hollister powder– dust 

off the excess and then you have the option to seal the 

powder in with a non-alcohol containing skin prep. Wipe 

the skin with the skin prep until you cannot see any more 

powder. Nevertheless, be careful, the new extended wear 

barriers do no adhere well when applied to skin prepared 

with skin prep. In this case, the powder on the skin alone 

will work just fine.  
 

Then, if you wear a square two-piece skin barrier, instead 

of placing your wafer squarely on your skin put it on 

‘diamond’ shape. The next time you change your pouching 

system, put it on your skin squarely and rotate every other 

change. This gives at least part of your excoriated skin a 

good chance to heal. Putting a skin barrier on your skin ac-

tually enhances healing. Covered skin heals faster than bare 

skin, so, do not feel that you have to air it out for skin to 

heal properly.  
 

Remember, be gentle with your skin and it will be good to 

you.  

Reprinted from United Ostomy Association of Chicago (IL) “The New 

Outlook” by Greater Seattle (WA) “The Ostomist” 

Controlling Leg Cramps 
     If you have been jolted awake by a leg cramp, you know how 

sudden and intense the pain can be. Several factors, including 

dehydration, the use of diuretics or overuse of your muscles can 

trigger leg cramps, which usually occur during rest or sleep.  

     For relief, straighten your leg and point your toes upward 

while you gently rub the cramp to help the muscle to relax. For a 

calf cramp, stand up and put your weight on the cramp, keep 

both legs straight and lean forward at the waist. Use a cold pack 

to relax tense muscles. Use a warm towel or heating pad later if 

pain or tenderness persists.  

     To prevent cramps, stretch daily. Before bed, stand 2-3 feet 

from a wall, placing your hand on the wall. Keep your heels on 

the floor. And bend one knee, hold ten seconds, straighten your 

leg. Repeat with the other knee. Stretch each leg 5 to 10 times.  

     Drink 6 to 8 cups of water daily. Fluids help your muscles 

contract and relax. Try not to sleep with your toes pointed (as 

people tend to do when sleeping on the back or stomach). Sleep 

on your side, don’t tuck your sheets and blankets too tightly as 

they can bend your toes down.  

     Your doctor may prescribe a muscle relaxant for frequent leg 

cramps.  
 

Source: Mayo Clinic Health Letter, S. Nevads’s Town Karay, 

Snohomish, Metro Halifax New, Sept/98 via Regina Ostomy News 

Sept/Oct 2016 

Things end.  
But memories last forever. 
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BRANDON WESTMAN  
OSTOMATES’ GROUP 

OSTOMATES SUPPORTING  

OSTOMATES 
 

Have you had surgery, now have a colostomy, 

ileostomy or urostomy and are looking for 

information and support? 

Maybe you are a relative, friend or medical 

professional who is interested in ways to support an 

ostomy patient? 
 

YOU ARE INVITED  

TO JOIN OTHERS WITH SIMILAR 

EXPERIENCES AT AN INFORMAL  

DISCUSSION 
 

Tuesday Sept. 27, 2016 

7:00 – 8:30 pm 
 

Reports from the National Ostomy 

Conference, by 3 members who attended.   

Conference motto was  

 

“Celebrate the Journey,  

Past, Present, Future 

 

 

 

 
 

LOCATION:- 

Brandon Regional Hospital 

….Nurses Residence …. Room 245 

Interested??   More Information??           

Please contact:  

 
Betty @ 204-728-6886 

Marg @ 204-728-1421 

Gord @ 204-726-4807   

       

PLEASE JOIN US 
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In MEMORIAM 
 

Sheila Hughes 

Dennis Dempsey 

Lui Tavares 

David Patten 

 

We extend our sympathy to 

their families and friends 

Stoma Bumps—What are they? What to Do? 
By Liz O’Connor, CWOCN 

 

      ET nurses are often asked about small bumps or 

ulcers which appear on a formerly smooth stoma. 

They may be on the surface or around the edge 

where the stoma meets the skin. They may occur in a 

single area or around the whole circumference.  

     Most of the time, these are granulomas, which are 

of a benign nature. Granulation tissue is a normal 

defence reaction of the body to injury. Those at the 

edge may be due to a reaction to the suture being 

sewn through the stoma to the skin. It may also be 

caused by a too rigid or too tight a skin barrier rub-

bing against the stoma. A hard skin barrier must nev-

er touch the stoma.  

      Those on the top or side of the stoma may be 

caused by an allergic reaction to the plastic or other 

material which makes up the barrier. This may be 

true even after using the same equipment for a long 

time. They may also be caused from stomal drainage 

constantly pointing to one area of the stoma. This 

may occur when the stoma opening points down.  

     What should you do? Most of the time, these 

things are nothing to worry about. Do not second-

guess or self-diagnose yourself. See your ET nurse, 

and if necessary, your doctor. Occasionally, these 

bumps may be a manifestation of another condition, 

like the recurrence of Crohn’s disease. Often, they 

can be treated with silver nitrate sticks, which are 

available by prescription. Occasionally, the bumps 

need to be biopsied, to eliminate the possibility of 

other conditions. Quite often, a change in the manner 

of applying the skin barrier will resolve the issue.  

 
Source: “The Ostomy Rumble”, Ostomy Support Group of 

Middle Georgia via Ostomy Support Group of Northern Virgin-

ia, LLC “The Pouch” 



 

Vitamin B-12 Replacement Therapy 
By Bob Baumel, Ostomy Association of North Central  

Oklahoma. UOAA Update 
 

Vitamin B-12 is, under normal conditions, absorbed 

in only a small section of the terminal small intestine 

(ileum), raising the possibility of B-12 deficiency if 

that section of the ileum has been removed surgically 

or damaged by disease. People who may have lost that 

portion of ileum include some ileostomates, people 

who had a failed J-pouch, or Kock pouch, and some 

people with urinary diversions (especially continent 

urinary diversions) made using the terminal ileum. A 

condition such as Crohn’s disease may have damaged 

the terminal ileum, even if it hasn’t been removed 

surgically.  

 

Vitamin B-12 is necessary for many metabolic 

processes including development of red blood cells, 

and also maintains normal functioning of the nervous 

system. Deficiency causes anemia (reduced oxygen 

carrying capacity of the blood resulting in fatigue) and 

can also cause nervous system damage. It’s worth 

noting that folic acid (another B vitamin) can correct 

the anemia caused by vitamin B-12 deficiency but 

will not correct the nerve damage caused by B-12 

deficiency. So it’s important to get enough vitamin B-

12. 

 

If you think you are at risk for vitamin B-12 

deficiency, you can ask your doctor to check your 

serum (blood) B-12 level. This test can be added 

easily to routine blood testing. If your ability to 

absorb vitamin B-12 by the normal pathway involving 

the terminal ileum has been impaired, you can 

supplement the vitamin by three basic methods:  

 

By injection: This method bypasses the normal 

gastrointestinal process of B-12 absorption by 

inserting it into the body by intramuscular or 

subcutaneous injection. B-12 injections my be self-

administered in the same way that diabetic patients 

can give themselves insulin shots. Maintenance 

therapy may require only one B-12 injection per 

month.  

 

Nasally: This method also bypasses the normal 

gastrointestinal absorption process, as vitamin B-12 

can be absorbed through nasal mucous membranes.  

 

The nasal for of B-12 was developed first as a nasally 

applied gel and later a true nasal spray (brand name 

Nascolal®). This product is marketed by the company 

Strativa Pharmaceuticals, who promotes it as the only 

FDA approved form of vitamin B-12 besides the 

injectable form. Nasal B-12 can be effective but, 

because one company has sole rights to distribute it in 

the U.S., it can be an expensive way to get your 

vitamin B-12. 

 

Orally: Until recently, doctors believed that B-12 

taken orally was useless to people who lack the 

normal absorption mechanism involving the terminal 

ileum. That opinion has changed, however, as 

research has revealed that even in such people, when a 

large does of vitamin B-12 is taken orally, a small 

fraction (typically around 1%) gets absorbed by mass-

action transport across the gut.  

 

Note: - Time Release medications should, in general, 

be avoided if you have an ileostomy, as they may 

pass through your gut without getting absorbed 

adequately.  
Source: “The Ostomy Rumble” of the Ostomy Support Group of 

Middle Georgia - August 2016. 
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A warm welcome to 

new  

chapter members: 

 

Kathy Rusnak 

Evelyn Frankard 

Mary Schultz 

Gordon Burgess 

Prest Sahota 

Donald Dempster 

Dot Burgess 

Tim Kist 

Vincent Gibson  

 

 
 

“The past is 

behind, learn 

from it.  

The future is 

ahead, prepare 

for it. 

The present is 

here, live it.” 

 
- Thomas S. Monson 

 

 

“To handle 

yourself, use your 

head; 

To handle others, 

use your heart.” 

-Eleanor Roosevelt 



 

204 - 825 Sherbrook St.,  

Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada   R3A 1M5 

Phone: 204 - 237 - 2022       E-mail: woainfo@mts.net 

EXECUTIVE OFFICERS 

Past President;  Lorrie Pismenny         204-489-2731 

1st Vice-President Fred Algera        204-654-0743 

2nd Vice-President John Kelemen         204-338-3763 

Secretary:  Vacant 

Treasurer:  Vacant 

Visiting Coordinator Joanne Maxwell        204-896-0572 

Member-at-Large  Jared Dmytruk         204-633-5493 

Member-at-Large  Vacant 

MEDICAL ADVISORS 

E.T. NURSES 
Mary Robertson, RN, ET   MOP          204- 938-5757 

Carisa Lux,  RN, ET     MOP          204-938-5758 

Rhonda Loeppky RN, ET    MOP          204-938-5758 

Angie Libbrecht, RN, ET    St. Bon.         204-237-2566 

Jennifer Bourdeaud’hui, RN, ET St. Bon.         204-237-2566 

Bonita Yarjau, RN, ET    H.S.C.         204-787-3537 

Elaine Beyer, RN, ET   H.S.C.          204-787-3537 

Tina Rutledge, RN, ET  H.S.C.         204-787-3537 

Helen Rankin, BN, ET   Brandon, R.H.C.     1-204-578-4205 

 

PHYSICIANS 

Dr. C. Yaffe 

 

WINNIPEG OSTOMY ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 
Current Members—PLEASE WAIT  for your green membership renewal form to arrive in the mail.  

        Your renewal date is printed on your membership card.  

New Members: Please use this form 
Please enroll me  as a new member of the Winnipeg Ostomy Association.  I am enclosing the annual membership fee of $40.00. 

WOA members receive the Chapter newsletter Inside/Out, become supporters of Ostomy Canada Society and receive the Ostomy     

Canada magazine.  
Please send me the Chapter Newsletter, Inside/Out, via E-MAIL, in PDF format. YES _____   NO _____ 

 

NAME:_______________________________________________________ PHONE: ___________________ 

 

ADDRESS: ___________________________________________________  E-MAIL: __________________ 

 

CITY:__________________________________ PROVINCE:___________  POSTAL CODE: ___________ 

 

I have a: Colostomy ______:  Ileostomy _____ : Urostomy _____: Ileal Conduit _____:  

Cont. Diversion: _____ : Pelvic Pouch _____: Other _____ :  YEAR OF BIRTH: ____________ 

 

Please make cheque/money order payable to “Winnipeg Ostomy Association” and mail to:  

WOA  

c/o Box 158, Pine Falls, MB   R0E 1M0 

COMMITTEES 

REFRESHMENTS/SOCIAL CONVENORS: 

       Vacant             

RECEPTION/HOSPITALITY: 

                 Rollie Binner    204-667-2326 

PUBLIC RELATIONS:   Vacant 

MEMBERSHIP:     Rosemary Gaffray       1-204-367-8031 

LIBRARY/TAPES:          Ursula Kelemen    204-338-3763 

TRANSPORTATION:  Vacant 

CARDS:         Grace & Barry Cox      204-832-9088 

NEWSLETTER:   

   Editor:          Lorrie Pismenny         204-489-2731 

   Mailing:      Bert & Betty Andrews            

WEBMASTER:   Mike Leverick   204-256-7095 

VISITING ASSISTANT:  Vacant 

SASO:    Nurit Drory   204-338-1280 

FOW SUPPLIES  

   PICK UP     “NEW”  Barry Cox   204-832-9088 

OSTOMY SUPPLIES 

HSC MATERIALS HANDLING 

59 Pearl St. , Winnipeg, MB. 

 

ORDERS: 204-926.6080 or 1.877.477.4773 

E-mail: ossupplies@wrha.mb.ca 

Monday to Friday 8:00am to 4:00pm 

PICK-UP: Monday to Friday 8:00am to 11:00pm 
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